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Dealer Sees Sales Surge From

E

ach year ArrowTrade uses a
summer issue to focus on
crossbow coverage. This year
we’re going to devote the first half of
this section to a single shop’s experience with crossbow sales following
the relaxation of the rules governing
their use in Alabama. (To help balance that report, my column on page
6 includes some cautionary comments from a compound bow manufacturer based in the same state.)
I pulled into the parking lot of
Mark’s
Outdoor
Sports
in
Birmingham on November 19, the
afternoon before the opening of the
2004 firearms deer season, and finally found a parking space well behind
the building that fronts a busy four
lane Montgomery Highway. The

main parking lot was full of customer cars and a tent that covered
inventory for the annual safe sale.
Two lift gate-equipped trucks provided additional signage for the
business, and promised “Free
Delivery Within The Continental
State.”
I’d met owner Mark Whitlock
several years earlier and remembered him as a top sporting goods
retailer with a sense of humor and
the sense to invest in ways to keep
his business growing. That includes
buying a motorized dolly with soft
rubber tires to carry safes across
lawns and right up stairways. Some
people thought he was crazy to
spend that kind of money on something that wasn’t essential to the
business, but he made the
money back on the first
few safe sales where peo-

ple bought what they really wanted,
instead of smaller safes they figured
would be easier to get into their
homes.
Inside the sporting goods store,
customers were lined up three deep
in front of the gun counter and while
Whitlock wrapped up a couple sales
I had a chance to look through the
business. The inventory in Mark’s
Outdoor Sports looked like it could
fill a showroom twice the size, but
everything was neat, clean and in a
logical order. Other service counters
devoted to fishing, archery/blackpowder, and paintball/airsoft were
also doing a brisk business in this full
line sporting goods store.
From the company’s excellent
web site, I already knew that Mark’s
carried crossbows from TenPoint
Crossbow Technologies, Parker and
PSE. They were on display near com-

At left, crossbows are stacked below compound bows and next to black
powder rifles near a service counter for those product lines. Below, while
owner Mark Whitlock wraps up a gun sale in the background Will Burke (at
right) talks about ethical hunting and passing hunting traditions on to
children with a local TV news crew. Whitlock promotes hunting and fishing
on a weekly segment during the morning news show on the local ABC affiliate in Birmingham.
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By Tim Dehn

Crossbow Hunting Change
pound bows from Mathews, PSE and
BowTech. What I didn’t know until I
sat down with Whitlock in his back
office was the businessman had
actively lobbied to allow crossbow
use during the regular archery season that would run October 15 to
January 31.
Alabama’s regulations governing
crossbow use were so restrictive,
Whitlock said, that people who
showed enough disability to obtain
one legitimately often lacked the
strength and mobility to make use of
one. There were plenty of others,
though, who had a willing doctor

The Reverse Draw Technology RDT
Archery showed at the 2005 ATA Show
attracted more than dealers. A spokesman
said the company had inquiries from no
less than three established manufacturers
in the archery industry. In the ensuing
weeks they discussed everything from a
complete sale of RDT Archery to licensing
the new technology for others to use to
having another manufacturer build these
quiet, powerful crossbows for the Salem,
Iowa firm. In May a deal was signed giving Escalade Sports the exclusive rights to
market and manufacture crossbows using
the technology pioneered in the RDT
design. See page 25 for more details.

write up excuses so they could hunt
with a bow that wasn’t hand drawn
and held.
Whitlock has a personal, as well
as business interest, in seeing the
regulations changed. “When I first
started, I was big into tournament
archery shooting all the time. And
about five years ago, I tore a rotator
cuff, and haven’t shot a bow since.”
The experience showed Whitlock
there were many potential customers like him, who looked fit but
because of injury or illness would
likely never be able to hunt with a
vertical bow. “I can shoot one, but if I
do, I’m going to have to take enough
Advil the next day to choke a horse.”
When the new rules were
announced, Whitlock began to see
other long-time archery enthusiasts
take advantage of it. “The first person we sold a crossbow to was about
50 years old. And he was one of the
original founders of the Alabama
Bowhunters Club. The last five or six
year, he hasn’t used a bow because of
shoulder trouble. He said now, the
golden bowhunters, as he calls them,
are back in the woods.
“What we haven’t seen is what
people feared: 20-year-olds coming
in and saying ‘Give me something I
can shoot today, so I can run into the
woods tomorrow.’” The fear that
ready access to crossbow hunting
would put a lot of unskilled archers
in the woods to wound deer and give
archery a black-eye with the public,
is something Whitlock feels is holding back both some game departments and many businesses. “I know
there are a lot of pro archery shops
that are just dyed-in-the-wool compounds. But in 1982, it was illegal to
use a compound bow in Alabama.
You could only use a longbow or a
recurve,” he reminded me.

When the state regulations were
changed to allow compounds,
Whitlock said “The dreaded
Whitetail Hunter was going to eliminate bowhunting. It had unbelievable speed and kinetic energy. The
whitetails in Alabama were in jeopardy! Since then, our herd has
exploded to the point that we’re having to eliminate the overpopulation
because of grazing problems and
disease problems. So evidently the
Bear Whitetail was not as good a bow
as thought,” he chuckled.
“I’ve seen it at those different
stages,” Whitlock said about equipment issues, “I just say any archer
you have in the woods is a good
archer to have in the woods. I don’t
know many states where your hunter
base is growing. So if we can get an
old archer who quit five years ago to
start hunting again, give me a reason
that’s bad.”
Though we were just five weeks
into the Alabama’s first bow/crossbow season, Whitlock already had
dramatic evidence about how
expanded hunting opportunities
could affect sales. “The last five
years, our archery has increased 15
to 18 percent per year.” He pulled a
computer report out of his shirt
pocket and unfolded it, then said, “As
of today, archery is up 65 percent for
the year.”
“Did you add some bow lines? Is
there some other explanation?” this
writer felt compelled to ask.”
“Crossbows. That’s it,” Whitlock
responded. “Now, everybody is going
to ask ‘How are you bow sales.’ Our
three
major
manufacturers
(Mathews, BowTech and PSE) have
an increase this year of about 15 percent. So we’re still on target with
what we have been for the last four
or five years, but another 50 percent
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increase came from crossbows.”
The spike in archery sales due to
crossbow demand won’t continue at
that level, but Whitlock believes this
is far from a single-season fluke.
“Georgia, in the first year, had a
tremendous increase in the number
of crossbow sales. They said it went
to about half of that the next year,
but it’s still continuing at that same
fever pitch. Does it take away any
conventional bowhunters? No. Lots
of manufacturers are going ‘They’ll
leave a compound and go to a crossbow.’ It doesn’t happen.”
“I’ve heard the arguments both
ways, because I’ve worked with the
governor’s office on this. Most people think that the crossbow is this
unbelievable advantage killing
machine. Take our cheapest
Mathews bow. It’s faster, and has
more kinetic energy, than our best
crossbow. So there’s not a mechanical, or a range advantage to it.” (The
advantage of the longer draw stroke
on a well-designed compound bow
more than makes up for the higher
draw weight of the crossbow.)
“I went down the day the
Legislature met on it,” Whitlock
related. “In fact, I was the one who
shot both of them for the Governor’s
office and the review committee. The
first senator walked up to me and
asked, ‘How far can you shoot a deer
with that, 150 yards?’ I said, ‘Well,
you can shoot a deer a mile away
with a 30:06, but the bullet is coming
straight down.’ There are a lot of misconceptions that go along with it.”
“One thing the state is working
on (with Whitlock’s assistance) is a
safety awareness program. We’ve had
probably half a dozen reported
injuries to fingers so far this year,
because of people getting their
hands up in the string path. Now,
TenPoint has three safeties, including one that has to be pressed on the
forearm. It’s impossible to dry fire
that crossbow. It’s impossible to get a
Circle 32 on Response Card

hand injury. What we’ve seen is some
15 and 20 year old crossbows come
out of the closet, and people want us
to rig them up. Of course the forearm
is about as big around as a broom
stick, so where are your fingers going
to go? That’s just old technology. But
a person properly set up (with good
equipment) and trained, is as safe
and good an archer as can be.”
Whitlock said all of the store’s 21
salespeople are also buyers, and he
let me sit down with someone who
makes decisions on between $2 and
$3 million in archery equipment
each year for this 8,500 square foot
store. John “Boo” Stiff said it takes
about half the time to complete a
crossbow sale as it does a compound
bow sale, since you don’t have draw
weight and draw length adjustments
to make. During the 15 or 20 minutes
he or one of the other archery
department salesmen will spend on
average with a customer, a lot of the
time is spent on the safety features.
Because crossbows are typically left
cocked for hours on end, customers
have to treat them like they do a
loaded rifle. While some models
could be de-cocked at the day’s end,
he said it’s far safer for the hunter to
carry and use a dummy arrow that
can be shot into the ground or into a
foam target kept back at the truck.
I asked Stiff if salespeople at
Mark’s were actively steering archery
customers into crossbows that first
season. “The ones that have neck
problems, shoulder problems, the
ones out of their prime who are looking for something a little easier than
a compound, I’ll steer them toward a
crossbow. I’ve had some ladies that
were wanting to get into bowhunting, but just felt they couldn’t pull
the legal poundage, and I steered
them as well into crossbows.”
Those women and the men with
physical limitations often ended up
buying one of the models that can be
sold with a crank cocking aid. “The
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guys who are coming in in good
health who want to shoot a crossbow, most of them will go with a rope
cocking device. You’ll get better performance (accuracy) if you use some
type of cocking aid, because one arm
is typically stronger than the other.
That’s something we cover as we’re
making the sale.”
Stiff said Alabama doesn’t allow
magnified scopes for crossbow use,
probably to counter any impression
that these are long range weapons,
so customers often buy them with
single dot or three dot Red Dot
scopes. At typical crossbow speeds
they can use the quarter-inch click
adjustments to zero in the top
dot for 20 yards, then use a
second dot for 30 and the third
dot for 40. “Most manufacturers will tell you the effective
range is 40 yards or closer,”
Stiff said. Apart from a rainbow trajectory, crossbows are
much noisier than compounds and deer at longer
ranges have too much time to
react and move. “When they
were first legalized, we were
bombarded with phone calls.
Some people initially thought
they’d be able to shoot over a
clearcut at deer 80 or 90 yards
away. We had to clarify that
when you choose a crossbow,
you’re not gaining any distance, you’re not gaining any
speed, all you’re gaining is
ease of shooting.”
Stiff did say not every customer who’s excited about getting a new crossbow is going
to stay enthusiastic about that
choice of weapon. He figures
between five and 10 percent of
those who took deer with
them this season have already
told him they were going back
to using their compounds,
because the crossbow had
made taking that animal too
easy. Some of those may sell
their crossbows, while others
hang onto them for use on
cold days where they’re heavily bundled, for when they
want to take a youngster or
spouse hunting, or for that

more distant season where health
issues may intervene.

2005 Crossbow Lines
Between the ATA Show and the
Kinsey’s Dealer Show, I had a chance
to sit down with most of the major
crossbow manufacturers and go
through their product lines. We’re
not going to mention every model
but will try to give you enough
details to know if you want to look at
stocking that brand in your store.

Excalibur Crossbow
Last year Excalibur, the Ontario
builder of high performance recurve

crossbows, boosted draw weight to
225 pounds on the new Exomax by
developing a riser that pulled the
limb butts in and added more prestress to the limbs. At 345 feet per
second, President Bill Troubridge
considers it the fastest hunting
crossbow ever produced, and “way
more than the average person needs
for whitetails.”
Rather than continue the “speed
wars” by finding ways to eke out a
few more feet per second,
Troubridge said the push for 2005
was to introduce models with higher
efficiency that would put lower
demands on the shooter’s body. A

Crossbows combine brutally high draw
weights and short, abrupt power strokes.
The dynamics of each shot guarantee more
parts equal less reliability.

That's why at Excalibur we use only recurve limbs on our
crossbows. Our high-performance recurve limbs deliver
speeds equal to the fastest compounds (over 350 fps)
without the cams or cables that can let you down when
you need them most. Excalibur's pinpoint accuracy and
bulletproof reliability are unmatched by our
competition, and their light weight makes these models
a joy to hunt with. Combine this with precision
machining, our superb trigger and the best technical
support in the business, and you have crossbows that
make money, not headaches. When you want to be the
crossbow expert, don't complicate things.
Our crossbows let you focus on sales, not service.

Excalibur,
where tradition and technology meet.
Circle 47 on Response Card
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good example is the Exocet 200,
which like the Exomax has the forward mounted limb system. But
because it incorporates a shorter
power stroke and has a draw weight
25 pounds lower, it is significantly
easier to cock than the Exomax. In
fact it’s easier to cock and balance in
hand than the inch-longer Exomag it
replaces in the line. “The biggest
advantage from the consumer’s
point of view is that they will get a
more compact, more comfortable
bow with the same power and velocity as our Exomag,” Troubridge said.
With a 350 grain arrow like the Gold
Tips included in the firm’s accessory
pack, your customer should be
shooting 330 fps.
When you look at the new
Phoenix from Excalibur, you’ll see
that again the limb butts actually
angle in 5 degrees, rather than
sweeping back toward the shooter as
they do on most other brands. “That
puts more preload in the limb and
increases the energy storage per inch
of string travel. This model has a 14
inch power stroke and shoots a little
over 300 fps.” Troubridge said the
175 pound draw Phoenix was
designed for smaller frame shooters
who want a very capable crossbow
that is 2-½ inches shorter than the
Exomax. Yet it offers such good performance and such ease of carrying
and shooting he said, “I think the
smart shooters are going to be using
it for both hunting and 3-D.” Like the
Exocet and Exomax, the Phoenix
comes in a Realtree Hardwoods pattern that is applied through the
baked in Kolorfusion process for
good durability and great color definition.
The fourth bow in the line is the
Vixen, a 150 pound bow that has
limbs and stock finished in a solid
Deerhide Brown. Even with two new
models, there are just four choices in
the 2005 line. “Last year we had the
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Excalibur uses a combination of pultrusion and compression molding using a heated
die to create extremely durable, high performance recurve limbs. The new Exocet 200
model (above) gets its higher 200 pound draw weight and greater arrow speed with a
15.5 inch draw stroke, while the Phoenix (below) offers a 175 pound draw weight by
drawing that same limb design through 14 inches. Customers who buy the Phoenix,
designer and president Bill Troubridge said, get all the power they need for any game in
North America, and with easier cocking.

Vixen, Exocet, Exomag and Exomax,
and two of those came either brown
or camo,” Troubridge said. “We
found having six models was a little
onerous for our dealers. For 2005,
we’ve tried to simplify our line as
much as possible. And I think our
line this year is by far the best we’ve
every offered.”
Excalibur sells the Wasp Boss
broadhead as part of its accessory
pack, and Troubridge said that’s a
good one to recommend if any of
your customers report accuracy
problems with the heads they’re now
using. “It’s fairly short, it’s fairly
small, and it shoots like a bullet. With
a crossbow arrow you don’t have as
much leverage between the fletching
and the broadhead in order to control the arrow flight,” so bigger fixed
blades or any that are misaligned
can cause accuracy problems.
“I’m not a big fan of expand-

ables,” Troubridge said when we
asked for a recommendation on that
side of the broadhead market. “The
acceleration on a crossbow can
cause them to open as they leave the
deck. Spitfires (from New Archery
Products) have a pretty solid blade
attachment. On the ones that use
rubber O-rings, we suggest people
double band them. I’ve seen crossbow stirrups with blades stuck into
them: Expandables were opening
that fast.”
You can contact Excalibur in
Kitchener, Ontario by calling (519)
743-6890 or by emailing your request
to service@excaliburcrossbow.com

Horton Crossbows
While Horton has some new
models this year the bigger news is
that most crossbows in the line benefit from a new trigger. Director of
Sales Paul Vaicunas said trigger pull
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was the one area Horton was lagging
in prior to 2005.
Established 41 years ago by
Bernard Horton, the Tallmadge,
Ohio firm is “the largest and oldest
crossbow company in the world,”
Vaicunas said. “At Horton we build
10 different models on four different
stocks. We give the customer the
most choice. Somewhere in our line
your customer will find a crossbow
that he likes the look of, and that fits
him.”
“Look at what the crossbow does
in terms of retention and recruitment,” Vaicunas said by way of
explaining the wide product line.
“We have to address the very young
to the very old, the very small to the
very big. We can bring people into
this sport much easier than with
compound bows. We have six and
seven-year-olds out there hunting
with their parents. And we keep
them in the woods much longer.
Somebody who is 65 or 70, whose
shoulders are all busted up from
working at GM all their lives, can still
shoot deer with an arrow even if they
can’t draw another style of bow. So in
our line, we have to have the stock
styles and the limb weights and the
performance levels to satisfy that
range of customers.”
Like its competitors, Horton has
been able to increase the durability
and performance of its crossbows in
recent years, but it was handicapped
by an old-fashioned trigger pull that
took about 8 pounds of force to
release the string. “Our new Talon
Ultra-Light trigger is being compared to match-quality rifle triggers.
These break at between 3 pounds
and 3 pounds, 8 ounces, and have
zero creep,” Vaicunas said.
The Talon Ultra-Light trigger and
life-time warranty DP2 CamoTuff
laminated limbs are being used on
the new Hunter SuperMax 175. Its
slab-sided synthetic stock carries a
machined aluminum barrel of aluminum/titanium alloy, and the alloy
cams carry a SpeedMax hybrid cable
system with tunable yokes. Horton
lists this 175 pound draw model at
320 fps, the same rating quoted for
the Hunter Max 200. The latter bow
is rigged with a steel cable covered

by rubbery Cable Mufflers and is
connected by metal yokes to metal
DuraTips over the limb tips. A third
model, the Hunter Max 150, uses the
all-synthetic rigging and like the
high draw weight units comes standard with the SoundStopper Strips
Horton introduced in 2004.
Crossbows are noisy when compared to compound bows, and
Vaicunas said these stick-on strips
go a long way to solving that problem for consumers. “We have

SoundStoppers for the limbs, for the
stirrup, for the barrel, for the string
and for the arrow retention spring, to
virtually eliminate the vibration in
these parts. This comes with our
bows selling for about $400 and up.
We also have the SoundStopper
accessory sold separately if your customer wants to add more to a particular location, or if they want to add
them to a model that doesn’t come
with them.”
The three Hunter models come

Circle 142 on Response Card
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With its all synthetic rigging the new Horton Hunter
Supermax 175 at left is as fast as the steel-cabled
Hunter Max 200. Both crossbows benefit from this
year’s Talon Ultra-Light Trigger.

gun hunter, used to routinely shooting 1 or 2 inch groups at 100 yards. “If
he’s getting 4 or 5 inch groups (at 20
yards) with the crossbow you sold
him, that’s not acceptable.”
Reach Horton in Ohio by calling
toll-free or (800) 291-3649, or fax
your inquiry on store letterhead to
(330) 633-7751.

TenPoint
Crossbow Technologies

with their stocks and limbs dipped in
the newer Advantage Max-4 pattern,
while the three Legend series bows
carry Skyline Extreme this year.
Instead of slab-sided stocks these
have rounded synthetic stocks set off
with contrasting black pistol grips
and forearm grips. (You can purchase ¾ inch stock adjustment spacers separately.) While the Hunter
models have aluminum/titanium
barrels, Legend bows have lightweight synthetic barrels. New in this
series is the Legend XT 175, which
combines a DuraTip integrated
cable system with the DP2 Camo
Tuff laminated limbs and the premium Talon Ultra-Light trigger. That
new bow, along with a Legend 150
and Hunter Max 150, are Gold Dealer
bows that are not sold through catalog or internet merchants.
Horton Manufacturing has gone
beyond recommending suitable
broadheads to introducing its own
line that includes one fixed blade,
one expandable, and one cut-oncontact. Vaicunas said “broadhead
guru” Mark Bower tested 21 different
brands of existing heads to identify
attributes that helped some fly better than others on short, high speed
shafts. “Anything that will make a
longer arrow unstable in flight will
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be exacerbated when you put it in a
20-inch arrow configuration for a
crossbow,” Vaicunas said.
The Hunter CX is a four-blade
“Cut-On-Impact” broadhead with
interlocking blades of .032 stainless
steel. It cuts a 1 1/8 inch circle, as
does the three blade Hunter EX
expandable. The Hunter FX is a short
fixed blade model with a 1 inch cutting diameter, whose three blades
follow a big Trocar tip. All three
heads weigh 100 grains and are sold
in three packs.
“All three of these heads will
group virtually in the same hole
when shot at 20 yards from our
crossbows,” Vaicunas said. “There’s
one catch. That’s when you shoot
them on the MX.” The Carbon Strike
MX and aluminum Lightning Strike
MX are premium crossbow arrows
Horton builds with match-weight
components that help provide a precise Front of Center balance point.
Shooting them is like
“having hand-loaded Horton
bullets for your rifle,” Hunter FX
Vaicunas said. That broadhead
kind of accuracy is
important especially
if the fellow on the
other side of the
counter from you is a

Dealers and consumers are
responding better than expected to
two innovations I saw first at the
2005 ATA Show, Director of
Marketing David Robb told me when
I called in early May to get an update.
The first is a packaging concept
where the firm’s top two models
come fully assembled, with accessories, and packed in a customdesigned hard case produced by
Plano Outdoor Products.
The Pro Elite is a new model that
adds a Realtree Hardwoods Green
HD finish to components that are
uncoated on other camo crossbows.
In addition to the stock and limbs,
the Teflon-impregnated and hardcoated aluminum barrel, the
machined aluminum riser, the Over
The Top limb pockets and even the
cover that hides the ACUdraw
attachment now bear the Bill Jordandesigned pattern.
When you pull this 185-pound
draw weight crossbow out of its case,
you’ll find it already carries a sound
dampening package that includes
Vibradamp cable suppressors, a
Wedgie arrow retention spring
Horton
Hunter EX
broadhead

Horton
Hunter CX
broadhead
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Comments from older hunters who were interested in using
some sort of shooting stick to steady their crossbows led TenPoint
Crossbow Technologies to develop the SteddyEddy Monopod

dampener, and NAP ThunderBlox
sound and vibration limb dampeners. There’s a Red Dot scope already
mounted and sighted in for 20, 30
and 40 yards. There is a camomatched sling and detachable
quiver, a Sidewinder Hip Quiver conversion system, and a dozen ProElite
carbon arrows made for TenPoint by
Gold Tip. Six of the arrows have practice points, six others are already fitted with NAP Thunderhead 100s.
These heads have already been trued
to the shafts at the factory, Robb
said, a time-consuming process that
lets your customer go home with a
hunting crossbow that from a bench
rest will shoot these fixed blades in a
group that rivals what they’ll get with
field points or expandables.
With the Elite QX-4, the company sends six of the new weight
matched carbon shafts, and three
packs of both Thunderhead 100s
fixed blade heads and the Spitfire
100 expandables made by the same
New Archery Products. That crossbow offers identical performance to
the Pro Elite, but limits the camo
coverage to the stock and limbs.

system. At the ATA Show, Rick Bednar shows how the ball-jointed,
adjustable length monopod can be braced against a hip (left) if
you’re still hunting or standing in treestand.

Both of these top-end models can be
ordered to be hand drawn, or already
set up with the ACUdraw crank system or the ACUdraw 50, a self-storing rope cocker.
I’d wondered if dealers would
resent having to sell so many accessories with these two top-end models, but Robb said this ready-to-hunt
approach was going over very well.
“We’ve had to adjust our projections
upward three times to meet the
demand. There may be one or two of
our dealers who really prefer selling
crossbows and then the accessories
piece by piece, but the large merchants like Cabela’s, Bass Pro, and
Gander Mountain really like this
concept. It really shortens the sales
time when you don’t have to walk all
over the showroom deciding which
arrow you’re going to buy, which
broadhead you’re going to by,
whether you want the TenPoint
Quiver or whether you’re going to
see if another brand will fit. I’ve
helped out at some retailers during
fall sales and have seen the sale of a
compound bow take well over an
hour. I think many times the dealer

then misses the opportunity to make
the added accessory sales.”
The most unusual accessory in
these two packages is the
SteddyEddy Monopod System.
TenPoint CEO Rick Bednar came up
with the concept after talking to
older hunters who were interested in
using some sort of shooting stick to
both steady their aim and take some
of the load off their shoulders.
Crossbows as good as TenPoint
builds now, Bednar said, shooting
the right arrows and broadheads,
should be capable of putting those
arrows into the same hole at 20 yards
when you’re shooting from a bench
rest. Of course people don’t hunt
from a bench rest, and the front
heavy nature of crossbows makes
them more difficult to hold steady
than a rifle from a freehand position.
On the ATA Show floor in
Indianapolis, Bednar demonstrated
how he could snap the rear of the
SteddyEddy from its clip under the
stock and swivel it forward on the
ball joint that attaches it under the
barrel. In a few seconds he’d adjusted the length by loosening and
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retightening a locking collar, and
placed the bottom ball end against
his hip to support the bow weight.
Seated, he showed me how the
SteddyEddy would rest against a
treestand base. You can sell an
optional third section and rest the
ball end on the ground while you
shoot from a standing position, or
switch over to an included carbide
tip.
TenPoint also offers a quick
detach so it’s easy to use a three-segment SteddyEddy as a walking stick.
“My dad, he’s 80, used his as a walking stick,” Bednar said. “I stood in
my treestand and it held my crossbow up while I watched five different
bucks. I could have stood there for
hours.”
TenPoint
is
selling
the

Parker Safari
Classic Outfitter

SteddyEddy Monopod System as a
separate accessory. By removing the
sling swivel stud you can mount it on
any crossbow, or firearm for that
matter. “Think how handy this
would be for turkey hunters,” Robb
said. “It was
amazing
how
many
people
who are participants in the
firearms part of
the
industry
came up to us at
the SHOT Show.
Usually with a
big smile on
their face, they’d
Less fuzz, total stability, smaller diameter (1/2 size of 450 Plus)
say
“I
can’t
believe someone
Low creep, high durability, smaller diameter Dyneema
didn’t think of
that before.”
No creep, good arrow speed, highest strength
For a 2005
catalog or dealer
Rugged, low creep, very durable
application from
T e n P o i n t
C r o s s b o w
Strong, low creep and stretch,
extra light smooth wax
Te c h n o l o g i e s ,
No matter what characteristics
call (330) 628you’re looking for in a bowstring
9245.
material, BCY has a product
suited to your needs.

607 Middle Street
See our website
Middletown, CT 06457
for our full range of
U.S.A.
bowstring and serving
Phone 860-632-7115
materials, or contact
Fax 860-632-5775
us for a catalog.
e-mail: bcyray@msn.com • www.bcyfibers.com
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Parker
Crossbows
Parker forms
the mid-priced
crossbow line at

Mark’s
Outdoor
Sports
in
Birmingham, and late this spring
National Sales Manager Johnny
Grace brought me up to date on the
crossbows from the Virginia manufacturer of Parker Compound Bows
and Super Carbon arrows.
With the success that Parker has
had selling the Outfitter packages on
the compound bow side, it’s not surprising that the three crossbows
come packaged with accessories for
2005. “In the first two years we had
crossbows, the percentage we sold
without accessories was just miniscule,” Grace said. “And most of those
dealers ended up calling us back and
saying ‘I need to get that scope, that
quiver, those arrows.’”
The arrows have specially
designed, large diameter carbon
shafts with thick walls to increase
both strength and mass weight.
Teamed with 125 grain field points
(or the broadheads you’ll need to sell
separately) they weigh 417 grains.
“We’re really not comfortable with
anyone shooting less than 400 grains
out of our crossbows,” Grace said.
With those moderate arrow
weights, Parker says its 150 pound
crossbows are still capable of shooting 320+ feet per second, thanks to
Super Crossbow Cams and a slick,
synthetic SpeedTrack that reduces
friction against the shaft. Just don’t
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Parker Crossbows, the mid-priced line at Mark’s Outdoor Sports, are packaged with
quivers, four Super Carbon bolts, Sims LimbSavers and String Leeches, and either 4X
multi-reticle or Red Dot scope. The Terminator (above) has a Mossy Oak New Break-Up
finish on its limbs and ambidextrous stock, and a suggested retail price starting at
$519.95 . The laminated wood Safari Classic (left) has a lightweight thumbhole stock
that’s dished out on the side away from the shooter. The Safari Magnum has the same
shape but covers its synthetic stock in Superflauge camouflage. Parker crossbows are
light in the hand at between 6.7 and 7.3 pounds, and draw weights are an easy to handle 150 pounds. A slick synthetic Speed Track reduces string wear and means no rail
lube is needed. Reach Parker at (540) 337-5426.

sell any deck lube with these models,
as the SpeedTrack is designed to be
shot dry and any grease or wax is just
going to pick up dust or grit that can
hamper performance.
Trigger pull is crisp and about 4
pounds, or half what many crossbows offered when these models
were introduced. The trigger housing has an integral scope mount to
carry your choice of a 4x MultiReticle or Triple Red Dot Scope. The
two Safari models weigh 7.4 pounds
in hand, while the Terminator is a bit
lighter at 6.9.
The stock design is what distinguishes the three models. Feeling
that most Parker crossbow customers would be coming over from
the ranks of gun hunters, Parker had
a laminated wood stock designed by
the same people that do the thumbhole Fajen stocks for fine firearms.
On the Safari Classic, the laminated
wood stock carries red-lettered
limbs that have been film-dipped in
a walnut-colored film that carries a
burled design. The Safari Classic is
such an attractive crossbow it’s typically the first one dealers will pick up
at a trade show. And then Grace said
they often react the same way he’s
seen hunters do to the Parker
Crossbow line in stores. “People say,
‘We love this. It looks great. Now, give

Camo to match the limbs. The fine
wood stock is so costly to produce
that model carries a $20 premium
over the $599.95 MSRP of the
Magnum
Grace said Safari-Magnum sales
at Parker are running about even
with those of the Terminator. This
third model uses a classic full rifle
stock shape that is ambidextrous,
and stock, limbs and cams are
dipped in New Mossy Oak Break-Up
camouflage. Suggested retail price
on those models are $519.95 with a
single Red Dot Scope, $549.95 if your
customer wants the magnified scope
with multiple reticles or a Red Dot
he can set up to shoot at 20, 30 and
40 yards.
While some other crossbow
companies start at 150 pounds in
draw weight and go up, Parker offers
100, 125 and 150 pound draw
weights in the Terminator. Grace
said, “Two weeks ago I was teaching
West Virginia hunter safety instructors for the crossbow section of their
curriculum. We took the 100-pound

me one of those camo ones.’”
“It hurts my feeling because, to
be perfectly honest, I thought the
Safari Classic would be one of the
best
sellers,”
Grace said. “Just
like with a compound bow, you
might design
one with beautiful muted colors that won’t
Braided bow slings just
spook
any
got bigger. And they're
game,
and
available only from the little
bowhunters are
company that brought you the
always going to
original braided bow sling. Ask
gravitate toward
for the Paradox ProSling Elite with
a camouflaged
the new, wider braided strap.
model.”
Because it
Wide is Better.
has such eye
816-635-3753
appeal, Parker
encouraged
NEW
dealers to have
at least one
in 2005!
Safari Classic on
hand.
The
Safari-Magnum
has an identical
stock shape, in
left or right
hand, but uses a
synthetic stock
that is dipped in
Superflague

Size Matters.
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draw models like we always do. Even
the most slightly built lady was able
to cock it with a rope cocking aid. We
had some other people there with
moderate medical disabilities, and
they commented that much weight
was all they wanted to cock.”
Grace says he recommends the
lower draw weights to people whenever he has the opportunity. “The
100-pounds is so much easier to
cock, it’s quieter, it easier on the
equipment. And we’re getting arrow
speeds in the neighborhood of 270
fps, which is more than plenty for
any North American game. And that
weight lets people move toward general recreational use of crossbows.
We’re not at the point yet where the
average guy is going to pick up his
crossbow and go in the backyard and
shoot for half an your, like he would
with a bow. A 175 or 200 pound
crossbow is work to cock, even with
the cranking devices.”
“Inside normal hunting ranges,
which is certainly a maximum of 40
yards and more likely 30 yards and
in, the trajectory difference between
our 100 pound and 150 pound draw
weight is very slight,” Grace said.
“With all that said, that 100 pounder
is selling about as great as the Safari
Classic,” he laughed. “But we haven’t
hammered the advantages of lower
weight crossbows in our marketing
as yet.”
Reach Parker in Mint Spring,
Virginia by calling (540) 337-5426.

Great Lakes Crossbows
When it comes to crossbows, the
Great Lakes models from Darton are
a world away from what Parker
builds in terms of appearance. But
then President Rex Darlington also
believes in giving customers loads of
kinetic energy: up to 128 pounds in
the top of the line Impact.
Darton’s crossbows all are built
around a distinctive molded riser
that carries a contrasting rubber pis-
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tol grip and butt pad. The forearm
portion is wide and deep and has a
sharp ridge at the top as a further
reminder that fingers need to be
kept out of the string’s path.
Darlington cored out the forearm to
lighten it: combined with the slabsided rear stock portion it provides a
center balance point that makes
these long crossbows surprisingly
easy to hold and point.
Darton’s patented trigger mechanism latches the string several
inches to the rear. In the case of the
Impact, the hard anodized, Teflonimpregnated barrel extends well out
in front of the forearm, providing a
(for compound crossbows) huge
advantage in drawstroke. The 165
pound peak weight combines with a
17-inch draw stroke to launch a 475
grain arrow at 343 fps, or a relatively
heavy 525 grain arrow at 331 fps.
The stock and quad limbs on the

Impact are finished in Realtree
Hardwoods Green HD, and come
with LimbSavers installed, just like
on the Stinger. But the Stinger will be
easier to cock, because its 165 peak
draw weight is being pulled to the
end of a 15 1/2 inch draw stroke.
The FireForce looks similar to
the other models unless you hold
them side by side. It lacks the standard LimbSavers, and the draw
stroke is “only” 14 inches. The
FireForce also comes with 150
pound limbs, or you can choose the
same 165 pound weight as the
Stinger and Impact. At either weight,
Darlington said that least costly
model is far more efficient than a
crossbow that only has 10 or 11 inches to build energy.
Like other crossbow makers,
Darton offers both a cocking winch
and the familiar rope cocking aid.
The Hale, Michigan firm also can sell

The Great Lake’s Fireforce uses a new
ambidextrous stock and machined
aluminum riser to provide a long 14
inch power stroke. Meanwhile the
Impact (below) draws the 22 inch
arrow 17 inches back, to really produce high arrow speeds and kinetic
energy.
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point where the
string
latches
under the scope
mounting rail.
The
F325
also employs the
175 pound limbs
and no let-off
cams, but is 2
inches shorter in
power stroke and
overall length.
Fred Bear F300 crossbow
The easiest to
cock is the F300,
which has the
you all the accessories, from Carbon same length power stroke as the
Express 22 crossbow arrows to cross- F325, but allows the cams to roll over
bow quivers and case. Reach the and reduce holding weight.
manufacturer of Great Lakes crossAll three bows, (and the F300+
bows by calling (989) 728-4231.
that comes packaged with quiver
and two carbon bolts from the
Satellite arrow division) use the
Fred Bear Crossbows
As the new owner of the Fred firm’s patented compression molded
Bear brand, Escalade Sports brought limb technology. Just like the differa new approach to crossbow con- ent Jennings CK bows or Fred Bear
struction in the latter half of 2004. G2 bows, these crossbows use limbs
They eliminated the Buckmasters that have no cut or ground fiberglass
models the Gainesville, Florida man- strands.
ufacturer had been building with the
Alread said for 2006 he expected
help of some components supplied the Fred Bear Crossbow line to
by Excalibur. Instead Engineer include some fine wood stocks.
Henry Gallops was given the task of They’ll be quieter than the thinhelping to design a new series that walled molded stocks in use now,
would combine lighter stocks with a will have more perceived value and
much improved trigger pull.
give customers another option.
The F300, F325 and F340 models
The Escalade Sports booth in
all use a molded stock that’s formed Atlanta, Georgia next January 5-7 is
in two pieces, so the center can be also where you’ll find crossbows
cored out to lighten overall weight employing the Reverse Draw
and help shift the balance point to Technology Jim Kemp and Sam
the rear. Product Marketing Manager Collora helped introduce at the 2005
Scott Alread figures between 30 and ATA Show. Escalade Sports reached
40 percent of customers interested an agreement with RDT Archery to
in buying a Fred Bear crossbow are become the exclusive manufacturer
gun hunters, who wouldn’t react well and marketer of crossbows using
to picking up a crossbow two or this technology that reverses the
three pounds heavier than a gun and normal limb arrangement to pronoticeably front heavy. They also duce longer power strokes, higher
want a trigger that’s light and crisp, speeds and quieter shots. Alread
and the Fred Bear models deliver said RDT Archery deserves the credwith a trigger pull of just 2.2 pounds. it for introducing the concept. “Now
The fastest model in the lineup, you add in our compression molded
the F340, is still trim by crossbow limbs, our stock technology and our
standards at 6.3 pounds, 33 inches in trigger, and you’re looking at a pretty
length and just 28 in width. Escalade smoking hot crossbow.”
calls it the fastest 175 pound crossEditor’s Note: Barnett Interbow in the world, due in part to a no- national was contacted but was still
letoff cam that maintains the 175 finalizing its 2005 line when this
pound peak weight right up to the issue was readied.
Circle 11 on Response Card
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